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The Best Worldwide IQF Fruits



IQF Apples

As we are apple producers, we can guarantee 

cubes and purée all year round, including special 

varieties such as Pink Lady, Granny and 

Morgenduft.



IQF Bananas

The best Cavendish bananas at the right ripening 

stage, light or more mature rounds, cubes for use 

as candied fruit, natural purée without or without 

seeds.



IQF Strawberries

Our great passion means strawberries of different 

varieties, full or calibrated strawberries, halved 

strawberries for use in pastry making, Italian 

strawberry purée or Mazzoni-recipe purée using 

special varieties from our fields are always available. 

We also offer cubed strawberries for semi-

processed products and we are the leader 

producer of organic strawberries. Upon request we 

can offer our varieties for cultivation projects and 

multi-year varieties supply.



IQF Raspberries

More than twenty years’ experience to provide the 

best whole, broken or crumbed raspberries for 

jams or yoghurt. Special varieties for use as 

candied fruit, purée without seeds that is regarded 

by many chefs as the best in the market for pastry 

purées.



IQF Blueberries

Wild forest blueberries, hand picked and carefully 

sorted.



IQF Sour Cherries

Specifically 3 different types for 3 different uses, 

sour cherries from Poland, dark and tasty sour 

cherries, American sour cherries for use as candied 

fruit.



IQF Chestnuts

Italian and Portuguese chestnuts, the best in terms 

of colour and full taste. Whole calibrated chestnuts, 

broken chestnuts for jams, frozen purée.



Black & Green Figs

A high demand fruit in the last five years, we have 

been developing and importing it from Morocco 

and Turkey for the past 15 years. Green or black, 

we can offer different cuts and cubes and organic 

produce.



IQF Pomegranate

Intense red, cold pressed pomegranate.



IQF Kiwi

Green Hayward variety kiwis including those from 

Italy, in cubes or in rounds. Also available as purée 

or organic produce< Kiwi Gold available upon 

request.



IQF Lemon

Only 100% Sicilian lemon juice. Top quality Primo 

Fiore variety also available from this year. In 

addition to organic produce and calibrated lemon 

shells for pastry/ice-cream producers.



IQF Mixed Berry Fruits

The name was created in the 70s by Mr Gualtiero

Mazzoni. It has become so renowned that it is now 

the common name used for mixes of 3 or 4 berry 

fruits. We also make it based on specific customer 

requests.



IQF Melon

Only and exclusively Italian Cantaloupe Melons, 

from the best areas of Italy - Po Valley that offer a 

melon with a good sugar level and intense colour. 

Cubes, pieces, slices or purées, the quality is 

always the same.



IQF Blackberries

Mix of wild mountain blackberries and cultivated 

blackberries of selected varieties.



IQF Mulberries

A typical Mediterranean product, for many years 

we have picked, sorted and frozen this fruit in 

sufficient quantities for our customers despite the 

scarcity that has made it a high demand product.



IQF Pomegranate

We were the first to supply frozen pomegranate 

seeds in Italy and for years we have offered a 

select product ready for use or as frozen juice.



IQF Papaya

The red papaya for exotic fruit mixes or for use as 

candied fruit is supplied only and exclusively in 

cubes.



IQF Williams Pears

We produce them here in our farms and guarantee 

the availability of cubes and purée all year round.



IQF Rhubarb

Typical plant cut into small pieces and frozen to 

make jams for the Nordic markets (Austria, 

Germany, Scandinavia). For more than 10 years 

we have processed this plant. Organic produce 

also available upon request.



IQF Red & Black Currants

Frozen or purée, we process the currant from the 

best areas in Europe. When it is intense red and 

mature. The black and red currants are processed 

when ripe, then frozen whole or as a purée.



IQF Plums

Halves, cubes, pulp, purée, organic, dried, slices 

for semi-processed products, a vast range that 

meets any need, from jams to dried fruit for plums 

in syrup.



IQF Elder

Intense black and laser-sorted quality, or second 

quality for natural colouring, as well as frozen 

purée. Like all the others, also this product is 

always available.



IQF Crimson Grape

Of Italian (Apulia) or Chilean origin, we have the 

best quality selected and controlled product for any 

customer.



IQF Spina Grape

For use as candied fruit or jams we have imported 

this product from Poland for more than 10 years. It 

is not very frequently used in Italy but well known 

in northern Europe.



IQF Pumpkin

A product for a thousand uses, sweet, yellow and 

always available in cubes or as purée.



IQF Alfonso Mango

After five years of research and auditing at 

production factories we have finally found out the 

best mango of all. We only import the best from a 

specific area in India, either cubed or mono-variety 

pulp for the best taste in ice-cream or semi-

processed products for our customers.



IQF Pineapples

Pineapples from Costa Rica of different cuts & 

always the best quality, 



IQF Apricots

“Apricots of different origins with specific taste, 

colour, aroma. Italy, Morocco, Bulgaria, Greece, 

Hungary. We recommend the right apricot for any 

production type.



IQF Peaches

Whether Italian or Greek, we supply only the best 

quality at the right ripening stage in cubes, slices 

and purée. Organic produce also available.
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Smoothie Packs



Ketty Frulla

Ketty Frulla on your mind?
Let your imagination go wild with our gorgeously healthy smoothies.

The focus on healthy eating is spreading and expresses in the food 
consumption habits of consumers who seek something good and 
alternative to traditional offerings even outside the home.

Ketty Frulla is a product designed to meet this need 
and offers smoothies that embody all the taste and 
nourishment of fresh fruit, without added sugar and 
preservatives, in a convenient and 
safe manner.

The fruit is sorted and checked in Mazzoni, 
chopped, frozen, and then it is ready for 
consumption in 150gr packs.

Kelly Frulla, smoothies for your business.



Ketty Frulla

How To Make It:



Ketty Frulla

Choose From Different Tastes:



Ketty Frulla

Choose From Different Tastes:



Ketty Frulla

Choose From Different Tastes:



Tropical Smoothie

Ketty Frulla Tropical with Puree 

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0001 Mango Puree *By A&O 9.5 oz

FPR0049 Ketty Frulla Tropical *By Mazzoni 1 bag



Sunset Smoothie

Ketty Frulla Sunset with Puree 

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0001 Mango Puree *By A&O 9.5 oz

FPR0046 Ketty Frulla Sunset *By Mazzoni 1 bag



Pink Smoothie

Defrosted Ketty Frulla Pinky with Puree 

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0001 Mango Puree *By A&O 9.5 oz

FPR0047 Ketty Frulla Pinky *By Mazzoni 1 bag



The Red Smoothie

Ketty Frulla The Red One with Puree 

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0033 Purple Dragon Fruits Puree *By A&O 9.5 oz

TBA Ketty Frulla The Red One *By Mazzoni 1 bag



Dragon Fruit Berries Smoothie

Ketty Frulla The Red One with Puree 

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0033 Purple Dragon Fruits Puree *By A&O 9.5 oz

FPR0048 Ketty Frulla Berries *By Mazzoni 1 bag



Use for Smoothie Bowl

Ketty Frulla The Red One with Puree 

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0033 Purple Dragon Fruits Puree *By A&O 9.5 oz

Ketty Frulla *By Mazzoni 1 bag
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Asian Tropical Fruits



Carabao Mango (Luzon Mango)

Carabao Mango is the most popular mango variety in Asia. Filipinos call it manggang
kalabaw (carabao mango) while the Philippine government refers to it as ‘Manila Super 
Mango’ and is reportedly in the Guinness Book of World Records as the sweetest in the 
world. Carabao Mango is called Champagne Mango or Honey Mango in United State. 

Advantages of A&O Carabao Mango Puree: 

-All from Natural
-with 5% sugar only
-less Fiber content for easier recipe building & achieve the smooth 
texture for the finished products



Frozen Philippino Mango Puree 
95% Mango (AO Code: FPR0001)

Philippino Mango Cubes IQF
(AO Code: FPR0032)

Carabao Mango Products from A&O



Carabao Mango (Luzon Mango) Puree

Mango Smoothie with Puree

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0001 Mango Puree *By A&O 6 oz

Sugar Syrup 4 oz

Ice Cube 6 oz

FPR0043 Lemon Zest *By Mazzoni 1 tsp



Carabao Mango (Luzon Mango) IQF

Mango Smoothie with IQF

Code Ingredient Qty

FPR0032 Mango IQF *By A&O 6 oz

Sugar Syrup 6 oz

Ice Cube 4 oz

FPR0043 Lemon Zest *By Mazzoni 1 tsp
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Our Frozen Malaysian Durian Paste



D24 Durian Paste

D24 shape is ellipsoid to oval shape with thick, light green rind. The flesh is yellow, 

thick, firm, smooth, sweet & nutty with a slightly bitter taste.

Advantages of A&OD24 Durian Paste:
-100% MusangKing Durian
-Processed by Ultra High Pressure Technology

MusangKing fruit shape is oval to ellipsoid and has light green husk. It has a 
thick, golden yellow flesh, very smooth with little or no fibres.. Durian 
connoisseurs love its bittersweet taste and sticky creamy texture.

Advantages of A&OMusangKing Durian Paste: 
-100% MusangKing Durian
-Processed by Ultra High Pressure Technology

There are variety of clone and the shape is oval, ellipsoid dark green. 

Size is small and some has no thick flesh. Some flesh are sweet and 

some may not.

Advantages of A&O“Local”  Durian Paste:
-Processed by Ultra High Pressure Technology



Frozen Malaysian “Local” Durian 
(AO Code: FPR0129)

Durian Paste from A&O

Frozen D24 Durian Paste
(AO Code: FPR0122)

Frozen Musang King Durian Paste

(AO Code: FPR0123)


